The subject of this paper is to analyze the evolution of approaches to the problem of the "state failure". This phenomenon arose from the concept of "market failures", which in economic theory can be seen in the context of searching for new strategies of the political and economic mechanisms of resource allocation. In this regard, special attention will be focused on the identification of the components of the institutional impact on the efficiency of economic processes, which first involves a general review of the role of the state in the economy. A multidisciplinary approach to the study of such a complex issue requires, among other things, that all information problems in the analysis of the economic functions of the public sector be taken into consideration, that the possibilities of financing public policy measures be appreciated, that the role and influence of the political process and the rent-oriented behavior of public officials be adequately evaluated, and ultimately that an attempt to identify the negative external effects caused by the absence, but also by the presence, of the state coordination in the economy be made.
INTRODUCTION
The demands for limiting the state activity in the economic sphere existed even in the period when the market economy was appearing and was being founded. It is well-known that the representatives of physiocracy agreed that the task of the state was to provide conditions for the functioning of the free and unlimited competition. In this sense, the importance of the classical school is even more evident, having in mind the fact that the opinion that it offered certain essential guidelines about the functions of the state in the market economy is prevailing in economic theory. A. Marshall has introduced the notion of 'external effects', with the intention to point out the extent to which they can limit the sphere of the market regulation. A. Pigou thinks that the existence of such effects inhibits normal economic processes, lessening the possibilities of the national income growth (Pigou, 1932, 173) . The above conclusions about the fact that the market cannot lead to the optimal allocation of resources by its free impact served as the basis for formulating the well-known notion of market failures.
The existence of market failures is the key argument for intensifying the state intervention, or activating the so-called solutions not related to the market. Empirically speaking, the real expansion of the state's economic functions was primarily conditioned by the strong economic depression and turbulent war incidents. However, after the end of the World War II, the tendency of the growing role of the state in the economy continued to exist.
The representatives of the liberal economic thought firmly opposed the strong and improper state intervention in the economic sphere of social life. They pointed out that there were negative consequences to the state activities, which provoked some economists to formulate the alternative category of the so-called 'state failures', parallel to the category known as market failures. Having all this in mind, the object of the research of this work is directed towards examining the potential factors of the relative efficiency of the market and the state mechanisms of the allocation of resources in situations when the market cannot lead to optimal economic and social results by its own free impact. That is the reason why the starting hypothesis in this work is related to the fact that the state policy directed towards the correction of market failures can, as a matter of fact, cause an even worse state in comparison to a state should such a policy fail to exist. This means that failures of the market do not have to represent an a priori argument for the so-called solutions not related to the market.
The basis of the approach to this research will be the theoretical, structural analysis of the object of the research on the basis of elaborating available secondary sources. This means that the stated hypothesis will be tested by an empirical research conducted by different authors who were analyzing this problem. After that, the combination of a 'historically deductive' method, starting from obvious facts, and a hypothetically deductive method, having presumptions as its basis, will be applied in order to come to the general conclusions related to the necessity of the interfering of the state in a case of market 'breakdowns'. Special attention should be paid to the comparative analysis of both variants of the using and directing of resources, which should finally lead to a valid answer about the question whether and when it is necessary to substitute the market when it does not lead to the Pareto efficiency.
DETERMINING THE NOTIONS OF THE MARKET AND STATE FAILURES
The expansion of the state and centralized regulation were observed by F. Hayek (2000) as a process threatening citizens' rights and limiting the freedom of market participants. His rigid attitude against state interventionism is based on the presumption that the market is a more superior coordination mechanism than unreliable state planning. The logic of this approach is that individuals are more aware of their preferences, expenses and relative prices, while state planners must know much more if they want to substitute a state mechanism. While in the system of prices every individual must only understand his own situation, a planner has to respect everybody's interests. Social life and its economic sphere in particular are rather complex and from this we can conclude that planners base their strategies on limited, insufficient and fragmentary knowledge and information. That is why it can easily happen that activities carried out by 'well-intentioned' governments result in unwanted consequences and a decrease in social welfare.
Apart from informational and cognitive problems related to the creation and implementation of state measures in the economy, it is necessary that the expenses of state regulation should be taken into account. As opposed to the immediate results of interfering with the state order, usually very obvious, many side-effects still remain unfamiliar. As F. Hayek said, "it hasn't been made possible for us to know all the expenses caused by the state intervention in the sphere of economy" (Хайек, 2006, 75) .
Recognizing the negative consequences of the state activity caused the forming of the category of the socalled state failures in economic theory. C. Wolf (1979) was the first to propose the conception of failures unrelated to the market and later the term "state failures" was more commonly used. The phenomenon of state failures implies that whenever legislators and members of a government reach decisions on making interventions caused by certain market failures, they often make even bigger mistakes (Gunning, 2002) . The representatives of the theory of social choice also wrote about different causes and types of state failures. (Tullock et al, 2002) .
As time passed, the problem of state failures started attracting greater attention of economists, even to such an extent that some authors classified the shortcomings of state regulations into the same group as market failures. There is an opinion that the models of state failures are completely analogous to the theory of state failures according to their goals and methods of research. Moreover, the analytic achievements of those models are largely compatible as well as their weak sides are (Bozeman, 2002, 157) . It is indicative that many economists who used to propose the thesis of the necessity of state interventionism in the economy related to market failures are now the spokespersons of a completely different attitude: unfavorable consequences related to state failures can be more serious than those in the case of market failures. (Радыгин & Энтов, 2012, 6) .
The existence of state failures again makes topical the conception of state failures, which is why, to a certain extent, their comparison is getting the character of an 'eternal question', leaving open the discussion on whether the state should always interfere when there are some market failures. The examination refers even more to the question of which theoretical presumptions should be in the basis of the concept of the state failures.
Being actually faced with market failures influenced the occurrence of the theoretical models which the state used to provide the market balance with the help of non-market methods. The positive attitude towards the need for the state to interfere in the case of market failures was more or less explicitly held by many representatives of the leading economic theory, starting from the so-called marginalism revolution. The accumulated experience related to numerous successes made by the state made this question topical not at the level of substituting the market in a case when it does not lead to the Pareto efficiency but rather at the level of comparing the two variants of using and directing resources with each other.
Methodologically speaking, it is necessary that the theoretical model presupposing that the state can maximize social welfare in the case of the occurrence of market failures should be compared with the theoretical model of free economy, based on maximizing an individual gain and profit (Tullock, 1978) . On the one hand, market forces cannot provide an adequate supply of certain goods. On the other, the functioning of decentralized market mechanisms in principle calls for a smaller quantity of necessary pieces of information needed for reaching decisions related to the market. In relation to this, it is necessary that the following questions be answered: Which social welfare maximizing mechanisms is it possible to use? and Is it realistic to control the impact of those mechanisms?
INFORMATIONAL PROBLEMS AND CREATING NON-MARKET SOLUTIONS
In the process of analyzing the public sector, the key question is related to the problem of gathering and processing information necessary for choosing the way in which the state will react in a concrete case. In this case, the situation is in principle different in comparison to the usual practice in the sphere of private enterprises. By analyzing the functioning of market mechanisms, modern economic theory points to the fact that, in the process of the market mechanism, there are certain realistic presumptions which individual economic participants base their business on. However, when state-owned companies produce goods that cannot be provided by the market, then, as a rule, information about preferences of market participants is incomplete or missing. The existing methods of expressing individual 'non-market' preferences do not allow the creating of mechanisms capable of contributing to the strengthening of the allocation efficiency.
In a situation when participants of economic processes would honorably speak about their preferences, it would provide information necessary for making an improvement, according to Pareto. However, any doubt that the offered information would be used for making an improvement according to Pareto would influence people to, maybe, offer incorrect and insufficiently reliable information (Tideman, 1997, 237) . If, for example, we conducted a survey of a group of potential users and their preferences, and simultaneously another one of the limits up to which they are ready to pay, then we would probably find out that such individuals have a greater interest to present that their borderline utility from spending the given quantity of goods is much smaller, in order to lessen the sum they pay for using it. Contrary to this, however, if they did not pay, they would exaggerate their utility from the public goods.
Road construction is the example taken by Mankju (2004, 229) in order to point out the existence of serious problems the state is being faced with while determining the utility and expenses related to securing public goods. According to him, it is neither reliable nor simple to ask people how much they think a new highway would cost. Potential users of the highway would be inclined to exaggerate the benefit they would have from having the highway built. Those who would suffer damage from having the road built would exaggerate the expenses they would have in order to prevent it from being built. Therefore, it turns out that we all want to have safer roads if we do not have to bear the costs of their building (Kitanović et al, 2011, 53) . When the Republic of Serbia (RS) is concerned, it is evident that the majority of the citizens of RS support the existence of the public service but are not supportive of paying their television subscription.
As a rule, the previously mentioned problems result in numerous difficulties in the process of gathering and adequately using information about market participants' preferences as well as during the formation of the basis for the state activity and the procedure of public choice. Whether the offered quantity of public goods is close to the socially optimal quantity or not depends on how precisely individual or social preferences for such public goods are identified.
The provision of public goods with the help of the public sector is justified by the reasons of providing the socially optimal quantity of these goods. However, problems making the market inefficient and representing an argument in favor of non-market solutions appear during the provision of these goods in the public sector. We primarily have in mind the almost unsolvable problems of information gathering. Without a correct judgement of preferences, neither the decentralized market nor the public sector can provide the Pareto-optimal quantity of public goods.
When it comes to public goods, the correct judgement of preferences is primarily concerned with the questions whether it is possible to define integral social preferences from different individual preferences. The neo-classic based the solution of this problem on paying the maximal respect to the so-called utilitarian tradition. Essentially, it means making an attempt to derive consistent social preferences on the basis of individual preferences, aggregating the total level of utility of all people included. Simultaneously, this means that there is no comparing of individual preferences, so the economy of 'welfare' is only based on the one basic criterion of improvement -the Pareto criterion. However, many attitudes about the division of social utility are not included, nor are all the other factors that have no influence on the creation of this utility, which is why this explanation has been exposed to severe criticism (Sen, 2004, 343) .
K. Arrow and J. Buchanan have made a great contribution to the analysis of the process of collective decision making and the system of social preferences. At first, K. Arrow expressed a doubt in the possibility of forming aggregate value judgements about social welfare, wondering whether there is a valid procedure of social decision making that, to a reasonable extent, shows respect for individual values and preferences or not?
In his attempt to answer the question, K. Arrow states that, in order to define integral social preferences from various individual preferences, conditions have not been created, especially those related to the desirable characteristics of the voting system. Characteristics such as transitivity, independence from irrelevant alternatives and the non-existence of the dictator cannot satisfy any voting system, which the literature refers to as Arrow's 'theorem of impossibility'; there have also been numerous subsequent attempts to verify these statements and proofs (Geanakoplos, 2005, 212) .
THE PROBLEM OF FINANCING PUBLIC GOODS
While researching the mechanism of the functioning of the public sector, an answer to the question related to the possibility of the reliable financing of state measures connected to the provision of public goods is given a special role. The classical approach is primarily dedicated to the problem of 'fair taxation'. It is assumed that the sum of taxes paid by every participant in order to provide public goods should be in proportion with individual preferences related to these goods. Such an approach transfers the usual principles of market relations among private individuals to the sphere of state finances, while taxes are treated as individual or personalized prices for the services provided by the state or state-owned companies. However, this is when individuals (or companies) insufficiently benefiting from the functioning of certain public goods or disagreeing with the obligations of their financing can abandon paying certain taxes.
Therefore, it turns out that there is a contradiction in the nature of public goods (Petak, 2001, 18) . The characteristic of inexhaustibility or mutual supply motivates all members of a community to cooperate in providing public goods. Whatever goods may be in question, all members of the community will benefit from contributing to the creation of such goods. Simultaneously, the non-existence of efficient mechanisms for exclusion influences the occurrence of 'free users' or those using public goods but not wanting to participate in their funding. That is why the provision of public goods is connected with a fundamental principle -the providing of the whole amount of the state budget is created in an involuntary way, tax-payers in democratic countries want to feel the immediate connection between the part of their income they give for taxes and the benefits they get on the basis of spending on public goods. So far, however, there have been serious discords between tax payers' preferences and the budget policy of the state. It can be analyzed in such a way that the compensation for using public goods is not directly related to the scope of its use. A decision on the amount of supplies of public goods is reached in the political sphere of social life instead of on the market. That is why, in the majority of democratic countries, their citizens cannot determine the kind of public goods they want, or their quantity or quality. The nature of public goods is such that an individual has little choice regarding their spending, or they have to accept the given quantity and quality of such public goods that they are being offered.
In the basis of the conflict between individual preferences and decisions on public goods brought by the state, there lies the problem of a mutual fund. As a matter of fact, representatives of executive authorities can use the mutual fund in a manner they deem correct, or ignoring the interests of the users of goods that are being financed from that mutual fund. That is why practical solutions in the domain of public goods can be said to, to a considerable extent, be dependent of the political order of a country.
COORDINATION, CONFLICTS AND THE ROLE OF THE RENTING BEHAVIOUR
According to the concept of social welfare and other analogue theoretical models, the state acts as a unified political institute that has mastered the right of monopoly over using coercion on a certain territory (Weber, 1958 (Weber, /1921 ). If we keep in mind the economic sphere of social life, we can first mention the neoclassical definition according to which the 'economy is a science of human behavior as a relationship between aims and limited resources that have the possibility of alternative use' (Robbins, 1962, 16) . The understanding of the fact that the economy analyses the optimal usage of limited resources implicitly presumes that once we have found an optimal solution, or an optimal economic policy, it will be applied (Drazen, 2000) . This means that the key challenge is to determine optimal measures, rather than have such measures realized, which is why the problem of choice of a suitable economic policy is reduced to a technical problem.
In practice, however, this thesis about the existence of an ideal state whose representatives solely strive to satisfy the interests of the citizens is often denied. First, we have to conclude that the functioning of the state is a highly complex hierarchical system. The impact of different, often rather fragmentary, levels of power (legislative, executive, judicial) is as a rule not coordinated, while in some cases there is no direct contradiction in the process of fulfilling their aims and tasks.
In addition to the objective difficulties accompanying the process of organizing the reaching and execution of the state-brought decisions, there are some other reasons why it is desirable that the state should not intervene. As a matter of fact, there is a doubt that the applied macroeconomic policy would not be suitable for optimal solutions, not because of technical or informational limitations but because of political obstacles. Political obstacles are related to the conflict between individual interests in the society, as well as a necessity to make unique social choice in the conditions where contradictory interests are present. Firstly, sharp contradictions between the executive and the legislative authorities can result in the absence of a unified strategy and, in that sense, in the absence of an optimal economic development. An adequate 'swaying' of the economic system is intensified by an influence of political cycles and a populist policy, which necessarily brings additional expenses and lowers the level of social welfare.
In conditions allowing for a possibility for conducting legal market activities, a conflict of regional and other individual interests could be regulated by reaching a commercial agreement and an adequate system of compensation and payment according to the system of the so-called 'Kouz's theorem'. As a matter of fact, as opposed to the state that can face a 'breakdown', in R. Kouz's opinion (Коуз, 1993, 142) the market is capable of turning every initial allocation of resources into Pareto's optimum. According to this opinion, the interested parties, with certain problems and conflicts of interests, can find a solution by negotiating without the intervention of the state. The conditions for this are clearly defined rights of property and low transactional expenses.
Therefore, the essence of Kouz's theorem lies in the fact that it accentuates the connection between private property and satisfying general social interests, pointing out arguments against the interfering of the state in solving problems between economic subjects. That could be explained by the fact that a successful realization of rights of property, in fact, initiates the individual awareness of the total social expenses when bringing decisions on whether to undertake economic activities or not (Alchian & Demsetz, 1973, 24) .
In the political sphere, however, there is no relying on the functioning of Kouz's market mechanisms that provide a movement or progress towards an optimal solution (Acemogly, 2003) . With the help of the standard models of the theory of games, it is not difficult to show that balance in Nesh's sense in certain situations presupposes the determining of a non-optimal (proportionally big) number of activities and relatively long terms of the introduction and functioning of the same. In a large number of cases, the state confirms the stated tendency, broadening its activity out of the optimal boundaries of an impact (Радыгин & Энтов, 2012, 12) .
That is the reason why the research of the influence of political attitudes on economic outcomes and results has been offered in the boundaries of the modern political economy, which also means there is a certain interest related to the occurrence of inadequate and 'distorted' decisions of the legislative and the executive authorities. In the process of reaching such decisions, there are often activities directed towards obtaining certain conveniences, or gaining a profit outside the market and market activities, which in the literature is known as seeking for rent (rent-seeking). The circumstances for obtaining a rent appear due to the legislative activity of the state and its bodies, the market limitations, subvention, regulation, allocation etc.
Rent-seeking is a typical mechanism for imposing particular interests as social (Prokopijević, 2000, 324) , and as such, it is fairly present in the domain of reaching and taking protection measures in foreign trade. As a matter of fact, there is a research showing the obvious inertness and stability of renting incomes related to the conducting of protectionist measures of the trading policy (Krueger, 1990) . Thanks to this situation, the competition on the domestic market is reduced, the variety of supply is also reduced, as well as the purchase power of consumers, who bear the burden of high prices in the long term. Additionally, protectionism has a negative influence on the redistribution of incomes since it leads to the redistribution of the consumer's incomes and unprotected branches towards protected branches of economy.
The costs of rent-seeking can be rather high, and they depend on numerous factors such as the degree of the regulation of the economy, legal security, the number and structure of limitations and prohibitions, the customs, the level of prosperity etc. Some models of the theory of games analyzing the influence of the renting-oriented behavior while reaching decisions in the process of different election systems bring the level of rents in relation to the number of political participants taking part in elections. In accordance with this, the size of balancing rents essentially depends on the intensity of competition among different social groups in the political arena: by reducing the number of candidates participating in elections and with certain presumptions, the growth of the balancing rent appropriated by participants in the political life is inevitable (Myerson, 1993) . The level of rents and the problems of the rentingoriented behavior are connected with a choice between centralized and decentralized mechanisms of regulation. By reducing the inclination towards a risk of participants in an economic process, the centralized allocation of resources and the state apparatus ask for more significant stimuli for government officials and a higher political rent, which further generates additional expenses and leads to the reduction of the welfare of the state.
THE ROLE OF THE POLITICAL PROCESS
The essential importance for the appearance of state failures can be ascribed to the marks of political processes, primarily those related to the way of reaching and controlling the government's decisions. First, we should conclude that the world of political solutions is 'ruled' by a separate logic, based on the explanation of the suggested measures, and this fact can deviate from the strict economic pinion on the influence of these on the efficiency of the functioning of the economy and the growth of social welfare.
Analyzing the limits of state regulations, it is not hard to observe that in many countries there are rather firm institutional relations between the government and less efficient corporations, primarily those owned by the state. The empirical data show that, as a rule, these companies are very interested in different forms of centralized support. On the other hand, an influential policy and highly-rated state official workers may, in certain situations, need an active support from 'their own' companies.
Change in general conditions of economic growth can lessen the need for centralized regulation. However, the bureaucracy apparatus that was influential in that system was interested in keeping and broadening its jurisdictions and functions. In this sense, on the one hand, the additional insurance of jobs is ensured, while on the other, self-importance is shown. When a bureaucrat asks for an increase in the number of employees, justified by the employees overworking themselves, by the improvement and enlargement of the scope of services, then it is hard to check the validity of such statements. For some jobs, there are no exact indicators, and for the other ones, there are such indicators, so the evaluation of the work and efficiency of a bureaucrat is rather based on an intuitive impression of the superiors (Kitanović et al, 2011, 75) . The growth of bureaucracy is therefore an endogenous process according to which the bureaucratic apparatus, administrative institutions and state-owned companies are subordinate to the laws of the functioning of an organization. Certain aims are inherent to the system as well as the creation of additional strategies and their self-preservation.
The process of bringing laws and other decisions by the state is subject to a complex and rather dissected procedure of decision making. In case certain political powers and state organs fail to provide their support to creating certain laws, it is highly probable that there will be a certain middle solution in the direction of the improvement of the proposed legal solutions. The scope of influence can be reduced through such political coordination and shaping of those mechanisms that should clear the way towards reaching optimal changes according to Pareto.
When the issue of reaching political decisions in the theoretical models of modern political economy are concerned, there is a difference between politicians and bureaucrats. Essentially, the concrete impact of both can reach a certain level of independence concerning the official announcement of the priority of the state policy. In relation to this, it is necessary that we raise the question of the optimal determining of the state functions between politicians and bureaucrats as well as the appropriate criteria of optimality (Alesina & Tabellini, 2007) . Although bureaucrats are often perceived as gears in the machine, or reliable and efficient executors of the delegated duties, acting within a certain hierarchy and in compliance with clearly defined rules, they de facto significantly influence the political process. The reason for this is that, having once come to power, parties cannot directly conduct their policy, but bureaucracy has a jurisdiction for executing political decisions. Therefore, it turns out that a greater part of administrative work is left to official workers of the state, which is why they have a significant freedom in choosing the way which they execute political decisions in. Because of that, the partly modified scheme of the so-called principalagent problem can be said to also be applicable in the analysis of the functioning of the public sector. The structure of the proposed model would be made of an active individual -a bureaucrat, on one hand, and an abstract political institute at a higher level controlling them -the state, on the other (Banerjee, 1997) . In such a system, there is a certain asymmetric distribution of information -bureaucrats are more acquainted with the problem than their superiors are. This means they can manipulate with how much, when and in which conditions they want to offer their knowledge to their superiors. Since politicians reach decisions on the basis of available data, bureaucrats can significantly influence the content of such reached decisions. They can control the flow of information and only offer the information in the interest of bureaucracy.
Unfortunately, the problem does not only lie in the asymmetric impact of official workers of the state. A significant role can also be ascribed to the impact of various social levels and groups, where certain groups can significantly influence the carrying out of the state policy. As a matter of fact, an essential role in the choice of the macroeconomic strategy of the state can be held by political reasons of a purely tactical character directed towards the 'maximizing of popularity'. The above-mentioned connection can result in a political cycle based on the presumption that the political party holding the power can cause a decrease in the level of unemployment in order to improve its chances for re-elections (Nordhaus, 1975) . The process of changes at the level of employment is conducted by creators of the economic policy through a monetary and fiscal expansion before elections, while inflation will start to grow immediately after the elections (Praščević, 1999) .
It is not difficult to conclude that social-political 'manoeuvres' aimed at reaching tactical goals do, in many cases, not only cause economic instability but can also have catastrophic consequences in the long term. The extreme simplification of political arguments further reduces the circle of possible opportunities for the consistent realization of a long term economic strategy. In these circumstances, the appropriate and explainable measures of the government's policy often lose their systematic character and foundation, becoming irrelevant from the standpoint of an economic logic.
As part of economic research during the 1980s, special attention was paid to essential contradictions and presumptions, which the theory of the functioning of the public sector was based on. On the one hand, in its description of the scope of the influence of market participants, the generally accepted theory starts from the standard function of the aim characteristic for the interests of the so-called 'economic man'. On the other, as participants in non-market operations are usually the subjects without any private interests in the reestablishment of these works, although there is no doubt in their professional capabilities.
Analyzing a complex set of motives used by representatives of power and official workers of the state leads to the conclusion that the development of strategies and the realization of the functions of the state are not always performed by these subjects in a conscientious and professional way. Since they can have their own interests in doing this work, the starting hypothesis is that bureaucrats and participants in the private sector act rationally, governed by their own interests (Niskanen, 1971) . In this way, the economy of public choice becomes affirmed as a relatively new science, consisting of the two sciences -political theory and economics. It researches the purpose of applying an economic analysis in political decision-making (Buchanan & Tullock, 1962, 7) , striving to apply the methodological presumptions of the economic science to the process of reaching collective decisions, where the basic participants are political parties, voters, politicians, groups of interest and bureaucracy.
The renting-oriented behavior of political participants and official workers intensifies with the broadening of the jurisdiction of the state, when one means of competitiveness among private companies becomes a relation with the structures of the government. That is how the relations built between the state and the economic subjects are, as a rule, more limiting to the efficiency of the functioning of the organs of the state in the economic area. The results of the state bureaucracy are, among other things, brought into relation with the existence of different priorities of the economic activity in the state and the private sector. While a private owner is immediately interested in the economy of resources, the leaders in the state organs and companies strive not to allow some part of their budget means to remain unspent, or used for a different purpose.
The importance of the expenses of the delegation of jurisdiction, which also includes the so-called X-inefficiency (Vining & Weimer, 1990) , also grows as the scope of the jurisdictions and operations of the state or the scope of production in the public sector does. The inefficiency caused by the weakening of competitive mechanisms and the market discipline is the one to lead to a situation when almost all company expenses obtain a justified character in the direction of the optimization of the aim functions.
The prominent absence of a typical official worker's inclination towards a risk belongs to the important factors influencing the reduction of the work efficiency of the organs of the state. Since criteria for the evaluation of the consequences of nontrivial solutions can fairly be broadened, a possibility of unfavorable outcomes becomes essentially bigger. That suppresses useful initiatives by official workers and causes previous evaluations, reconciling and starting numerous securing procedures, which in principle leads to the prolongation of reaching decisions, limiting their impact.
The monopolist position of many bodies of the government and organs of the state and the absence of the market competition does not mean there are no competitive relations among these separate entities, formally completely divided. By striving to broaden their activity and influence in the conditions of limited budget resources, many state organs and their leaders strive to 'limit' their plans or to 'swallow' other bodies of the state and organizations. In this way, internal conflicts limit the possibilities of a coordinated impact of the state, reducing the efficiency and outcome of the state policy. Having in mind the special role of the state in modern economy, it is possible to assume that corruption, the bureaucratic routine and contradictions inside the apparatus of the executive authorities are becoming a problem not much smaller than the absence of coordination is, which many market failures have been connected with (Радыгин & Энтов, 2012, 19) .
THE REGULATORY FUNCTION OF THE STATE
Valid determining can also be analyzed according to the state's failures in the context of necessary influences in the direction of preventing the creation of market failures, and in that sense, later breakdowns of the state in its striving to repair or lessen the consequences of these shortcomings can also be prevented. Since according to the institutionalized understanding, failures of the market are the consequence of the inefficient institutional order, it is necessary that the state should activate itself in the area of making and executing laws in the field of property protection, the application of contracts and guaranteeing foreign investors' rights. Therefore, it turns out that the more imperfect the market is, the more important the role of the state and its institutions is, and vice versa. (Lekovic, 2012, 70) .
The above-mentioned approach does not call for an active intervention of the state in the Keynesian or Marxist sense, with the intention of the state to take over some authority over the market. Therefore, we do not start with the market and the state as an antipode but rather with a little paradoxical statement that, for private property institutes and the market to normally function and be protected, it is necessary that there be a mechanism based on the principles of centralized and collective property. Understanding relations between the market and the state in such a manner was not unknown to F. A. Hayek, either, when he stated that 'to the extent to which we want to use the services of the market powers -and we definitely have to use them if we want to keep our life standard -the rational economic policy has to be limited to creating the conditions in which the market could function better' (Hayek, 2001, 137) . Therefore, it turns out that it is the best to profile the complementary relation between the state and the market, where it is desirable that activities carried out by the state in the field of establishing an institutionalized frame as well as a significant reduction of direct, personal interference in the courses of the economy should be intensified. From the standpoint of the psychological science, it is a phenomenon of the self-identification of the state as a regulator which has obviously got the character of a chronic problem in many countries (Радыгин & Энтов, 2012, 20) . Such an unfavorable scenario has to a great extent been connected to the inadequacy of stabilizing mechanisms and political institutes that would provide balance between the goals of the state and the goals of its agents. What is even more problematic in this sense is that the state is expected to leave the position of the general manager and redistributors in the economy and to primarily become the creator of the institute of the market economy and the keeper of the 'rules of the game' (Sekulovic, 2004, 114) .
THE RELEVANCE OF THE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH OF STATE FAILURES
There is a widely spread opinion among the economists that state failures are literally grown together with the organization of the state and its order and as such make an inseparable, integral part of the functioning of the state order. The impression is that the broadest classes of the population have an attitude that the expenditures of state intervention are too high and that failures of the market are not being corrected by the state in a successful way and free of charge. Although the adequacy of citizens' understanding, analyzing and making conclusions about inefficient actions of the state should not be denied and depreciated, representatives of social sciences have strived to confirm the thesis of the existence of state failures in their empirical research. In this sense, it is desirable that the contribution of several theoretical directions, some of which have influenced political sciences, while others are closer to the economic science, should be highlighted. For example, the positivist school of Rochester, whose founder was W. Riker, researched choices, parties' strategies, making coalitions, bureaucracy behavior etc. (Rowley, 2008, 3-29) . An important contribution to the empirical verification related to the existence of trade on the political market is connected to G. J. Stigler (Stigler, 1971, 3-21) , a representative of the Chicago school. Inside the Virginia school, there were a number of studies against state intervention in the economy. Guided by J. Buchanan and G. Tullock, they pointed out the facts that proved the absence of the altruistic motives of participants on the political market, such as executive power, bureaucracy, groups of interest, legislative bodies, etc. In their critiques of the 'political markets' and failures of the political impact they warn us of the problem of trading with votes. It is hard to ignore the facts about the voting of certain individuals against their preferences, or voting for what they do not agree with, if they receive support for their proposition. (Buchanan & Tullock, 1962, 43-46) .
Having in mind the fact that searching for a rent is one of the fundamental concepts pointing out state failures, empirical researches demonstrating that searching for a rent is a characteristic of any political system are indicative (Hindmoor, 2006, 161) . It is almost impossible to find societies in which there is not a certain kind of looking for a rent. According to a research by R. Posner, during the 1970s, the expenses of looking for a rent in the USA accounted for 3% of the American national income at that time. It is logically to suppose that these expenses were higher in the states where corruption was more present, usually ranging between 5% and 40% of the national income (Posner, 1975, 807-827) .
The existence of state failures can, among other things, be related to the problem of a collective impact. M. Olson's idea, according to which any collective impact is connected to the problem of the 'independent user', is in practice followed by numerous obstacles connected with the motivating of members of social groups to more actively participate in reaching the aims of these groups. That is exactly the thing characteristic for the process of securing public goods and the activities of trade unions (Olson, 1965, 12, 66) .
CONCLUSION
On the basis of analyzing the concepts and models describing state failures, the opinions of eminent economists, the present empirical data as well as logical conclusions and explanations, we can say that we can confirm the hypothesis according to which the activities of the state directed towards the correction of market failures can often cause an even worse state in comparison to a state possible in the absence of those activities. Also, it has been pointed out that it is not desirable that one be exclusive in their presumption according to which any presence of the state in the economy as a rule only brings harm, or that all active political participants and state official-workers are oriented towards corruption and renting behavior. The research of state failures should not only be seen as the popular revealing of relations, but also as the confronting of the state and the market. It is absolutely unacceptable to simplify the research on the basis of the market or, on the other hand, state fundamentalism.
Economic theory did not pay enough attention, nor did it provide enough space, to the research of the economic streams that were the consequence of the mutual impact of various social and political factors during a long period of time. In the context of internal ties and relations, the political process was often using its own logic that was in many cases incompatible with the logic of optimizing economic mechanisms. Participants in the political life and state official-workers were often not guided by the criteria and motives of reaching an economic efficiency. According to this, the extent of the economic inefficiency and wastefulness was multiply strengthened by the inadequate impact of the political structures, the imperfect coordination of the work of the multiple levels of power, insufficient transparency while reaching decisions within the frames of an unbalanced and rarely renting-motivated behavior of bureaucracy.
The above-mentioned conclusions and attitudes can serve as a good basis for an analysis of the mutual impact of the state and the market in the system of economic relations. Together with this, new conditions for the valid understanding of failures of the state begin to appear. It is also very important to keep in mind the fact that it is necessary that a more complete theoretical explanation of the mutual impact of the centralized and decentralized systems of regulation be presented. In that sense, it is necessary that an interdisciplinary approach in the process of researching the advantages and shortcomings of the mentioned mechanisms be kept, which simultaneously postulates on the understanding of the economic, political and sociological sciences.
The extent of state failures depends on the scope of the state's activity as well as on the form of the political organization of the state, the political culture in particular, the degree of the democratization of the society and the structure of the impact of social institutions. Observed from the aspect of the Republic of Serbia, we can clearly say that this country, as a country in transition, is additionally exposed to numerous problems related to the activating and conducting of state intervention. RS is presently facing numerous causes of state failures, which is accompanied by negative consequences to the efficiency of the economy, the living standard of the population, the functioning of the state etc. We are faced with the day-to-day confirmation of the inefficiency of the mechanisms of collective decision making, which is accompanied by inappropriate coordination between a certain level and parts of the state administration. The control of the accepted measures is severely aggravated, since the state services and the bodies of the lower hierarchical level are commonly in charge of conducting them. The Assembly of the Republic of Serbia rarely receives reliable data on conducting the brought decisions, which is why it is prevented from timely reacting and adapting its decisions. Economic inefficiency and numerous problems many public companies are daily faced with confirm the thesis of the non-existence of built-in mechanisms that would ensure the Pareto-efficient allocation of resources.
RS is certainly a representative example when it comes to the question of the non-existence of immediate indicators of the successful work performed by the state organs and public services. It is usually assumed that the value of public goods and services is equal to the state necessary for the functioning of state-owned companies that provide these public goods. The actual problems related to the budget deficit and the plan of the announced savings undoubtedly confirm the fact that, in the public sector, there is an insufficient tie between the state's expenditures and incomes, which is why the space for an inadequate allocation of resources and the occurrence of unnecessary expenditures becomes bigger.
The non-existence of immediate measures of the successfulness of the state's official workers contributes to the low quality and untimely performing of duties, making a favorable basis for corruption to expand. We are witnesses of numerous affairs related to the abuse of authority connected with the business of public companies and the state organs in RS almost at a daily level. The bitter understanding of the facts about the careless behavior of not such a small number of managers in public companies and state officials certainly contributes to the affirmation of the theory of public choice and its firm presumptions about the behavior of participants in the political sphere of the social life, acting in such a way that they reach decisions following their own interests.
The analysis of state failures, first at the theoreticalmethodological level, then from the point of view of the functioning of the domestic economy, should serve the protagonists of the economic policy as a relevant source of information for conducting the economic policy and creating the institute of the market economy. In case the protagonists of the economic policy in RS understand the phenomenology of state failures in the right way, perfect conditions will be created for bringing adequate measures on the basis of which the efficiency of public companies, the efficiency of concrete activities carried out by the state could be calculated, and accordingly, a desirable quality of public goods could be defined. In order to achieve this, it is necessary that the social dimension of the real life circumstances should be appreciated and adequately valued, and together with that, the policy of the efficient state promoted, all this opposed to the ideology of the omnipresent state that always intervenes in cases of market failures and the concept of 'the state for its own sake', which is very popular with politicians.
